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Game Summary

OUT OF PLAY

Normal hand size is six cards;
card effects may increase or decrease this hand size.
Each turn, during the Draw
phase of your Establishing Shot,
check the number of cards in your
hand. If you hold fewer cards
than your current hand size, draw
enough cards from your Deck to
fill your hand to your current allowed hand size.
You may respond to effects that
affect your hand (such as forcing
you to Discard) by legally playing
cards that are in your hand.

Hand

Cards in the Toasted Pile are completely removed from the game and can never be brought
back. The Toasted Pile is kept face-down. Any
player may look through your Toasted Pile at
any time. When a card is Toasted, place it in
its owner’s Toasted Pile, regardless of who currently controls it.
Cards you Discard also go into your Toasted
Pile, but Discarding isn’t considered Toasting
for purposes of triggering other cards’ effects.

Toasted Pile

You are the Owner of all cards
that start the game in your deck.
When you put a card you own into
play, you are its Controller. Control of a card in play can change
during the course of the game, but
you are still the owner of a card
controlled by an opponent.
The term you on a card always
refers to the Controller of that
card.
You are eliminated from the
game at the end of any turn in
which you have no cards remaining in your deck.

Deck

•

Power

Smoked Pile

Players start the game with 1
Power. During the Power Generation Phase of your Establishing
Shot, you generate the amount
of Power listed in the upper-left
diamond of each of your Sites in
play. Face down Feng Shui Sites
generate 1 Power each. You may
skip power generation to discard
extra cards.

Column 2

Characters are the heroes, pawns, monsters and villians you recruit to
fight on your side in the Secret War. Your Characters are your offensive
and defensive front lines. You may only play Characters during your
own Main Shot. You may not play Characters during an attack.
Characters are played at one of your locations, in front of its front-row
Site. If you have no Sites out, play your Characters to a single unspecified location.
Characters may attack and/or generate effects on the turn they enter
play, but cannot turn to use their abilities during the Scene they enter
play (see The Scene). Continuous Character abilities, like Toughness,
are active as soon as the Character enters play.
Characters may be turned to attack, change location, heal or generate
an effect. Changing location will move the Character one column to
the left or right within your own Site structure. Turning to intercept is
considered turning to change location for the purposes of game effects.

Feng Shui Sites are played face-down. Most Feng Shui Sites have no printed cost; playing a Feng Shui Site costs
Power equal to the number of Feng Shui Sites you control. If you control no Feng Shui Sites, playing your first
Feng Shui Site costs nothing and you gain 1 power when it enters play. You may look at your face-down Feng
Shui Sites at any time.
Feng Shui Sites with printed costs and/or resource requirements must be played face up at the listed cost.
You may not play or return to play under your control a Feng Shui Site if you are one Site from victory, unless no
opponent controls a Feng Shui Site, in which case you may play your final Feng Shui Site for the win.
Face-down Feng Shui Sites generate 1 Power each during their controller’s Establishing Shot.
A Feng Shui Site is immediately revealed when it is damaged, when it uses one of its abilities to generate an effect
or when it is voluntarily revealed by its controller during a Main Shot.

Non-Feng Shui Sites (and face-up Feng Shui Sites) generate an amount of Power indicated in the Power diamond
in the upper-left corner of the Site during their controller’s Establishing Shot.
Non-Feng Shui Sites may not be Burned (for Power or Victory) when their Body is reduced to 0 in combat. NonFeng Shui Sites do not count toward victory.

•

•
•

Download the complete rulebook at www.shadowfist.com/node/2248

Non-Feng Shui Sites

•
•

•
•

Feng Shui Sites

•

•

•

Sites represent physical areas like ancient temples, advanced laboratories and high-rise office towers. Sites come
in two varieties: Feng Shui Sites and everything else (referred to as Non-Feng Shui Sites).
Feng Shui Sites are special Sites that allow the factions to channel chi energy and rearrange reality more to their
liking. If you control enough Feng Shui Sites, you win the game! Non-Feng Shui Sites don’t help you win directly,
but they have their own benefits.
A Site structure is made up of one or more columns of Sites. A column of Sites is called a Location. You may
play new Sites in the back row of an existing location, or in the front row at a new location. New locations always
start one column to the right of your rightmost location. A location may have only two Sites (a front-row and a
back-row Site).
A Site’s Continuous Abilities are active as it enters play, but Sites cannot Turn to use abilities during the Scene in
which they enter play (see The Scene).
If a front-row Site leaves play or changes controllers, any back-row Site behind it moves forward into the vacated
front-row position. If there is no back-row Site to move forward, the location disappears and the adjacent columns
move together to fill the gap. Characters at the disappearing location may be repositioned to either adjacent location. This does not count as changing locations for purposes of other effects.
Characters played while you control no Sites are at an unspecified location. When a Site is played into your Site
structure, those Characters are all at that location.

Column 3

•

Sites

•

•

•

•

Edges

•

Characters

Column 1

IN PLAY

Edges represent longer lasting
shifts in the overall conditions of
the Secret War, giving you durable
advantages over your opponents.
Once played, Edges persist until
removed from play or otherwise
canceled.
Edges cannot be targeted in an
attack, and are only affected by effects that specifically affect Edges.
Edges are still in play, but are not
considered to be at any Location.
You may only play Edges during your own Main Shot. You may
not play Edges during an attack.

The Smoked Pile contains cards that have left play
but may be brought back into play or may otherwise
affect the game later. All cards in the Smoked Pile are
kept face-up, and any player may look through your
Smoked Pile at any time. When a card is Smoked,
place it in its Owner’s Smoked Pile regardless of who
currently Controls it. A Character is Smoked when its
Fighting is reduced to 0.
Cards in your Smoked Pile continue to provide their
Resources to your Resource Pool. Events are always
played directly into your Smoked Pile. This is not considered the same as Smoking for purposes of other
cards’ effects. Sacrificing is not the same as Smoking,
and will not trigger effects that key on Smoking, even
though Sacrificed cards end up in the Smoked Pile.

Burned-For-Victory Pile

The Burned-For-Victory Pile contains cards
that you have removed from play that count toward victory. You must always Seize or Burnfor-Victory your last Feng Shui Site to win the
game. A Feng Shui Site that you Burn-For-Victory is placed in this pile.
Burning for Victory is one of four actions,
along with Seizing, Burning for Power and
Smoking, you may take when you reduce a Feng
Shui Site’s body to zero with combat damage.

A Scene begins when an Effect is generated (a card is played or its abilities activated). Each player may
Respond with effects of his or her own. The order of play for responses is clockwise from the player who
started the scene. Players may respond more than once in the same scene, and may respond to their own effects. Once everybody is done, the Scene resolves, with the most recently generated effect resolving first, and
continuing in reverse order until the original effect has resolved. Effect timing in Shadowfist is often referred
to as Last In, First Out (LIFO). Once the current Scene starts resolving, no new effects may be added to it.

The Scene

Object: Control or Burn-for-Victory 5 Feng Shui Sites (6 in a duel). You must Seize or Burn-for-Victory
your final Feng Shui Site for the win, unless no other player currently controls a Feng Shui Site, in which
case you may Play your final Feng Shui Site for the win.
Start: Shuffle your deck. Draw 6 cards. Each player starts the game with 1 Power. Each turn, complete the
following steps. Play then passes clockwise.
Establishing Shot: (must be done in this order)
a) Start Your Turn. Generate effects that say “At the start of your turn..”
b) Power Generation. You may skip this step to discard extra cards in step d, up to your whole hand.
c) Unturn. Unturn your cards. You may choose to not unturn cards that read “Turn and maintain...”
d) Discard. Discard 1 card if you wish (more if you skipped step b.)
e) Draw. Refill your hand to your maximum hand size (normally 6)
Main Shot (do any of these, in any order, as often as you wish during your turn):
• Play any number of Characters, Edges, Events or States. Play up to one Site during your Main Shot. You
are restricted to playing only Events during anyone else’s Main Shot.
• Declare Attacks, as long as all your other attacks this turn have succeeded. You can’t play Edges, Sites
or Characters during an attack. Other players may join either in attacking or defending. See Section 5.0
of the Inner Kingdom Games Shadowfist rulebook for details.
• Turn a character to heal or change location. Turn any card turn to generate an effect in its rules text.
Declare the End of your Turn. All players may generate effects in response to the end of the turn. If one of
your opponents responds to the end of your turn with an effect, you may return to your Main Shot.

Inner Kingdom Games
wants to develop your
playgroup!
Invite new players into
your Secret War with
the official Shadowfist
poster and playmat
from IKG!
Display the poster at
The Collectible Card Game of Hong Kong Movie Action

Visit www.shadowfist.com to
download rules and purchase cards!

your local game
store and teach new
players with the help of
the playmat!
Ask your store to
contact Daniel Griego
at icediadem@yahoo.
com to get a supply of
these great resources
for your playgroup.

Inner Kingdom Games is proud to
return Shadowfist to your computer!
We are hard at work right now
correcting all the bugs and errors to
bring Shadowfist back to Lackey and
on-line play! With the newest plugin,
players across the world will be able
to play on PC, Mac or Linux!

Smackdown in Jacktown 2011

Last month, 13 warriors converged on Jackson, Michigan, for the eight annual Smackdown in Jacktown.
Competition was fierce for this state championship, as
it always is. Shadowfist veteran Marek Laskowski came
out ahead as the new state champion with his deck,
“I’m gonna supercompute my way out of this mess!”
“The deck 			
is named after my catch phrase,”
said					 Laskowski, “which I say whenever I 					
drop a Supercomputer. This
deck 						 follows my dueling doctrine
								
of favoring strong
									 cards with synergy
									
over straight-up
										 combos.” Marek
									
earned a seat at the
									
GenCon Exclusive
									
Invitational for his
										
November win.
											
Photo by
												
Charles
													 Soong.

“I’m gonna supercomputer my
way out of this mess!”
by Marek Laskowski

3 Abomination Serum
2 CHAR
4 Imprisoned
2 Elsa Winterhagen
2 Discerning Fire
2 General Gog 3 Gnarled Annihi3 Overzealous Assassins
lator
2 Neutron Bomb
2 Chi Sucker
2 Orbital Laser Strike
2 Jigsaw Beast
2 Cellular Reinvigoration
2 Dr. Curtis Boatman vPAP
2 Scramble Suit
2 Arcanowave Researcher
2 Uncontrolled Mutation
2 CDCA Spies
2 Biomass Reprocessing Center vPAP
2 Salvage
2 Dao Biotech Headquarters
2 Dr. Klaus Herrbruck
3 Pocket Demon
2 Johann Bonengel
2 Probability Manipulator
5 BuroMil Grunt
2 Paradox Cube
3 Test Subjects
4 Supercomputer
5 DNA Mage
2 Fox Pass
5 Combat Engineer
5 Dragon Graveyard
5 Arcanomoth
3 Festival Circle
4 Plasma Trooper
2 Whirlpool of Blood
2 Johann Bonengel
3 Thousand Sword Mountain
3 Vivisector
5 Nine Dragon Temple
2 Evil Brain in a Jar
5 Great Wall
2 Reinvigoration Process
2 Endless Corridor
5 Rise of the NeoBuro

Seven Masters
will ship from
Inner Kingdom
Games before
Christmas!

Inner Kingdom Games wants to sincerely thank
all the players and game stores who have shown
us their support through this reprint endeavor. To
express our gratitude, we are including an extra
16.7% of 7M product in each shipment for those
who pre-ordered their boxes before December
first! That’s a free box for ordering six!

Now available for your perusal!

All three official Inner Kingdom Games resources for Shadowfist
are updated with the latest feedback from our design team and
input from key players across the Shadowfist community.
All seating charts have been checked and double-checked to
ensure maximum coverage of players in assigning opponents. All
errata has been reviewed and updated with painstaking detail.

Download all 3 at www.shadowfist.com/taxonomy/term/2

Inner Kingdom Games sends out a
huge thank you to Red Trudell and
Robert Griego, both of San Antonio,
Texas, for all their work on the
Shadowfist.com card gallery and the
LackeyCCG plugin files,
respectively. They’re both great
assets to the Shadowfist community
and helping to bring the game ever
closer to epic greatness!
Thank you for reading this month’s issue of
The Inner Kingdom Update. Contact us at
icediadem@yahoo.com with feedback and
suggestions on how to better service
the Shadowfist community.
Inner Kingdom Games, Inc. is Daniel Griego of
Austin, Texas and Braz King of Toronto, Ontario

